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	Advanced DBA Certification Guide and Reference for DB2 UDB v8 for Linux, Unix and Windows, 9780130463883 (0130463884), IBM Press, 2003
Whether you're a long-time DB2 UDB professional or an experienced DBA who's migrated from another database platform, there's one sure way to demonstrate the highest level of skills in DB2 Universal Database administration: pass the challenging IBM DB2 Universal Database Advanced Database Administration Exam 704.
Now, there's a definitive guide to advanced DB2 UDB database administration that also delivers all the depth and insight you need to prepare for the tough new IBM exam. Straight from the DB2 experts at IBM, this book offers systematic and authoritative coverage of every exam objective and will serve as a reference after you have passed the test.

For the first time, this book brings together IBM best practices, techniques, tips, guidelines, and rules of thumb for virtually every aspect of advanced DB2 UDB v8 database administration-including all this and more:
	Ability to design, create, and manage table spaces
	Ability to design, create, and manage buffer pools
	When and how to exploit parallelism in DB2 UDB
	Configuring federated database access
	Designing and implementing a backup and recovery strategy
	Ability to implement a standby database
	Monitoring and tuning DB2
	Using and managing tables with multidimensional clustering
	Designing and configuring multiple database partitions
	Implementing authentication and encryption on a large scale
	Leveraging parallelism and symmetric multiprocessing
	Preparing for and executing recovery in an enterprise environment
	Rapid recovery in the event of table space or table level disasters
	Effective monitoring and problem determination
	Maximizing performance and scalability


About the Author

DWAINE R. SNOW has twelve years of experience implementing and tuning DB2 to support workloads from Web-based transactions up to multiterabyte data warehouses. Snow is the product manager for DB2 partitioned databases and is co-author of The DB2 Cluster Certification Guide.

THOMAS X. PHAN is an IBM Certified I/T Specialist in the IBM Data Management Consulting practice with over thirteen years of data processing experience. He specializes in relational database-related services including application design, logical and physical database design, and performance and tuning on numerous DB2 UDB platforms.
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Silverlight 4 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2010

	Printed entirely in color, with helpful figures and syntax coloring to make code samples appear as they do in Visual Studio and Expression Blend!


	Using Silverlight 4, you can build richer and more powerful applications than ever before, and deploy them seamlessly in browsers, on desktop...


		

Introduction to Optimum Design, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2004
Introduction to Optimum Design is intended for use in a first course on engineering design and optimization. Virtually any problem for which specific parameters need to be determined to satisfy constraints can be formulated as a design optimization problem. The concepts and methods described in the text are quite general and applicable to all such...

		

Introduction to Computer Graphics: Using Java 2D and 3D (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	This book is an essential tool for second-year undergraduate students and above, providing clear and concise explanations of the basic concepts of computer graphics, and enabling the reader to immediately implement these concepts in Java 2D and/or 3D with only elementary knowledge of the programming language. Features: provides an ideal,...





	

CCENT Cisco Certified Entry Networking Technician Study Guide: (ICND1 Exam 640-822)Sybex, 2013

	Todd Lammle prepares you for Cisco's entry-level networking certification exam, CCENT


	If you're preparing for your Cisco Certified Entry Networking Technician (CCENT) certification, CCENT: Cisco Certified Entry Networking Technician Study Guide, Second Edition is the book you need. Cisco working authority Todd Lammle...


		

Coaxial Electrical Circuits for Interference-Free Measurements (Iet Electrical Measurement)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2011

	The book describes measurements and application of sensitive electrical circuits, with examples of the ultimate in noisematching and interference elimination, in precise and accurate voltage, current and power measurements demonstrating the elegance, flexibility and utility of coaxial AC bridges. It also serves to update an earlier...


		

Build Your Own Web SiteMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Stop dreaming and start building that Web site! This one-stop resource demystifies the process, showing you step-by-step how to plan for, construct, and publish your own Web site. Connect to a remote server, get a domain name, and gather content. Then, construct pages using a variety of tools. Learn to use pictures and graphics, format text,...
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